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Tasikoki is located on the north east peninsula, on the east 
coast. The nearest airport to it is Sam Ratulangi international 
airport (MDC) located just outside of the capital Manado.

Please be aware that there are no direct international flights to 
Manado from Europe or the Americas. You will have to fly to an 
international hub such as Jakarta (CGK) in Java, Makassar (UPG) 
south Sulawesi, Singapore (SIN) or Denpassar on the island of Bali. 
There are others but these are the ones most frequently used by 
volunteers to Tasikoki.

There is a direct flight from Singapore to Manado via Silk Air which 
is part of the Singapore Airlines group with a flight time of 
approximately 3.5 hours. The other principal airlines flying into 
Manado are Batik Air, Garuda and Lion Air.

Arriving at Manado airport. 
We prefer all arrivals to be on a Monday wherever possible. It just 
makes life easer for us. However, we are flexible because we 
appreciate that your plans will be influenced by the cost of flights, 
which can vary tremendously. As soon as flights are booked and 
confirmed by the airline you need to let us know so that we can 
arrange your collection from the airport.

We also prefer that you arrive at Manado airport before 6pm. We are 
less flexible on this due to late arrivals disturbing resident volunteers 
as well as the rescue centre itself. But again, the important thing is 
to just keep us informed.

One of our designated drivers will collect you at the airport and 
bring you to Tasikoki, the cost of which is included in your financial 
donation. The journey will take about one and a half hours, even 
though the airport is only 17 miles from Tasikoki, due to the poor 
roads and the huge extinct volcano between the two locations. Most 
of our drivers speak at least a little English so don't be surprised if 
they want to say hi.

Hotel pick-ups.
If you are arriving too late for a collection from the airport on the 
same day, you will need to arrange a hotel overnight. We typically 
recommend Novotel, which is nearby and can be booked online. I 
have stayed there several times myself and would personally 
recommend it. Our driver would then collect you the following day 
anytime from 9am onwards. If you choose to stay at a hotel other 
than Novotel, for example a hotel in the capital Manado, there may 
be a surcharge to pay for the pick up by our driver. Once again, just 
keep us informed via email (volunteer@tasikoki.org) on your plans.

When I first travelled to Tasikoki it was a very intimidating thing to do. However, I can assure you, after having 
made the same journey eight times now, that there is nothing to be worried about. This document is designed to 
provide all the information you might need when planning your travel to Tasikoki.

Already travelling? 
It is not uncommon for volunteers who are already travelling to need 
collecting from an alternative location, such as the harbour or one of the 
dive resorts. Just keep us informed of your plans and we can arrange the 
pick up for you. If you need pick up from another town or location, we 
can do that for you, but it will involve a surcharge.

Where is the driver? 
As you exit the airport, after passing through immigration, collecting your 
luggage and passing through customs, you will be greeted by several 
hundred eager taxi drivers. Just be polite, say no thank you and move 
past the throng. Our driver will have your photo and be looking out for 
you. However, in the unlikely event that the driver does not immediately 
find you just relax as they are likely stuck in traffic. No matter how early 
they leave traffic can be a major issue here. Go grab a hot drink and a 
muffin from the Starbucks and message Tasikoki on one of the 
emergency numbers below:

Tasikoki Guest Liaison - Luis - 006282189247314

Wildlife Rescue Centre Manager - Billy 006285299918674

They will contact the driver and make sure that he is on his way to you. 
There are some places to eat outside the airport so just relax. It's all in 
hand and we will take care of you. Before you know it you will arrive safe 
and sound at Tasikoki Wildlife Rescue, Rehabilitation Centre.
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